Systematic literature review of hand gestures used in human computer interaction interfaces

1. Introduction

Gestures are a natural form of human expression, and hands a natural mode of interaction with the physical world and objects in it (Zimmerman et al., 1987, Buchmann et al., 2004). Gestures are used for communication and accompany speech in many different forms. They range from gestures that do not convey a specific meaning and simply follow the rhythm of the speech, to those enriching its meaning and symbolising specific concepts (McNeill, 1992, Quek, 2004).

Hand gestures in particular, including use of fingers and arms, are widely explored as a natural and intuitive interaction modality for a variety of applications. They are used as a sole, or one of the modes for interaction interfaces. It is believed that gesture based interfaces can reduce the complexity of interaction between humans and computers (New et al., 2003). Motivations behind the decision to use gestures in an interface can be varied. Gesture based interfaces used for computer applications can be more intuitive than established WIMP (Windows Icon Mouse Pointer) based interfaces, and allow inexperienced users to interact with computer applications, without undertaking extensive training (Buchmann et al., 2004, Kim et al., 2005, Beyer and Meier, 2011). In medical applications or industrial environments, they enable touchless operation guaranteeing sterility or safer interaction. Gesture interfaces for Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) environments provide better immersion and do not require conscious attention dedicated to the specific gestures being performed (Deller et al., 2006). Spatial concepts can be expressed using gestures, and they are used in design and engineering, when externalising ideas (Vinayak et al., 2013). Interaction with comfort functions in a car can be achieved without taking the eyes off the road (Riener et al., 2013).

Gestures can be used to help older population achieve easier interaction with electronic devices (Bhuiyan and Picking, 2011). These are just some of the examples, and new applications are constantly being developed. Use of gestures for these applications is supported by a variety of technologies. Development of Kinect (Kinect, 2018) and LEAP sensors (LEAP MOTION INC., 2018), which are portable and supported by Software Development Kits (SDKs) enabling simpler implementation, seems to have contributed significantly to the expansion of the field on gesture based interfaces since 2013.

While the gesture-based interfaces are being developed for various applications clear standards which could guide their further development are not apparent. For example, while interfaces supporting three-dimensional (3D) object manipulation exploring use of intuitive, affordable and non-intrusive interfaces are ubiquitous, none of the approaches used have been established as the baseline for future development (Vinayak et al., 2013). Investigation of patterns of gesture use, identifying commonalities and differences between different fields would be an initial step towards development of a standard framework for gesture elicitation for interaction interface development.

Review by Rautaray and Agrawal (2015), provides a survey of the gesture based research published up to and including 2012, and the content covered is largely that published prior to the uptake of Kinect and LEAP in the gesture research community. Reviews by Hasan and Mishra (2012), Suarez and Murphy (2012), and Pisharady and Saerbeck (2015) focus on recognition approaches. Three systematic reviews have been identified: one that focuses on usability guidelines for “health serious games” (Milani et al., 2017), one that focuses on data exchange formats (Santos’ et al., 2015), and one that focuses on vision based gesture systems and algorithms for gesture recognition (Al-Shamayleh et al., 2018). The first one is in Portuguese and reports on only 16 studies. Reviews identified in the literature either cover recognition based research questions, rather than gestures themselves, or are not systematic, and information on patterns of gesture use cannot be extracted from them.

Further to this, the underpinning gesture theory found in the literature is heavily based on gestures observed as speech aid, gestures used in parallel with verbal communication. Classifications and definitions present in it may not be capable of fully describing the free-form in-air gesture interaction
often used for interaction with 3D/VR/AR environments for example, or be aligned with its goals. This
will be explored further in Section 2.2.

This paper reports findings from a systematic review aiming to answer the following research
question: *What are the patterns of touchless hand gesture use during gesture based interface design
for interfaces which have reached the prototype stage?* To answer this research question, the field of
touchless gesture based interfaces is first mapped, and then patterns and commonalities between
different approaches are explored. The nature of gestures used in different interaction interfaces is
explored, along with the reasoning, if present, behind the gesture elicitation choices made in them.

The nature of gestures is characterised by the motions used and the role they serve in the interface.
The impact of the application field, technology, and recognition techniques on gesture use is also
observed. The aim was to identify and classify types of gestures used in interaction interfaces, and
explore similarities and differences encountered in their elicitation and implementation. While one of
the inclusion criteria is the existence of a prototype, the interest was in the nature and type of
gestures used in these prototypes, rather than implementation details. They are analysed in terms of
the role the gestures used play, and classified based on established gesture theory. Admittedly, the
goals of work focusing on application of gestures in an interface and theoretical classification of
gestures based on their role in a communicative process are fundamentally different. However,
articles reporting on prototypes of gesture-based interfaces often classify gestures using gesture
theory, and exploring how well they can describe the gestures used was deemed worthwhile.

Section 2 provides the context and history of gesture research, and establishes the terminology and
the classification approach that will be followed in this paper. Section 3 provides a description of the
methodology followed in the article. Section 4 classifies the types of gestures identified in the articles
reviewed. Section 5 summarizes application types encountered, and technologies and recognition
approaches that facilitate them. Analysis of the role and nature of gestures used in different
applications is reviewed in Section 6, and patterns of gesture use are covered in Section 7.
Discussion in Section 8 establishes links between the gestures and applications, technologies and
recognition approaches, and discusses the potential paths for future research.

2. Gestures and computer interaction - definitions

In this article hand gestures are defined as gestures performed using one or both hands, including
finger gestures when they were performed along with a number of other varied gestures e.g. pointing
gesture is used for selection of an object and then pinching gesture is used to deform that object, or to
move it to a different location. If only fingers were used to trigger an action then gestures were
classified as finger gestures e.g. touching different combinations of fingers together triggers an action,
where that is the only type of gesture accepted by a system. In some articles, only one hand was
used to perform the gestures. This was particularly prominent in the older articles, and it was usually
caused by technical inability to track both hands due to lower bandwidth or processing power of
devices used. Since two handed gesture recognition no longer poses a technical issue, due to
technology developments, distinction between one-handed and two-handed gestures was not made
during the analysis, unless it was significant for some other, non-technical reason. Handedness was
also not observed as it does not fundamentally change the type of gestures observed i.e. the role a
gesture plays in the communicative process with the computer. For example, Kang et al. (2013)
developed an interface where the posture of the left hand defined the operation that the designer
wanted to perform, and right hand performed a dynamic action specifying parameters of it. On the
other hand, Bourdot et al. (2010) explored manipulation of the 3D object with one hand, while slave
hand could be used to control the 3D scene. This corresponds to the way handedness is observed in
everyday life, to an extent. Some gestures are unimanual (e.g. brushing teeth or throwing darts) some
bimanual symmetric (lifting weights or rope skipping), but vast majority are bimanual asymmetric
(dealing cards or playing violin) (Guiard, 1987). Usually two hands cooperate and form a series of
actions building on each previous one (Guiard, 1987). Within bimanual asymmetric gestures, temporal
and spatial scales influence cooperation between two hands. For example while writing with one hand
and holding and occasionally adjusting the paper with the other, hand which is holding the paper has
a low temporal frequency (periods between changes are longer), and a low a spatial frequency
(movement itself is larger in comparison to the writing hand) (Guiard, 1987).

Gestures have been classified based on their temporal characteristics, contextual characteristics and
the levels of instruction present.
2.1. **Temporal classification**
Based on their temporal characteristics, gestures can be classified as static or dynamic. Static gestures are those where only static position of a hand (“a snapshot”) is observed. These types of gestures are also called postures (Vinayak et al., 2013). Dynamic gestures are those in which a hand moves between a number of positions to form a full gesture. A dynamic gesture is considered to have three to five phases, depending on the specific gesture performed: preparation, prestrike hold (if specific gesture contains it), stroke, post stroke hold (if specific gesture contains it), and retraction (McNeill, 1992).

2.2. **Contextual classification**
Based on what they are used for, and the context they are used in, gestures can be classified as communicative or manipulative (Quek, 1995). It can be argued that even manipulative gestures communicate spatial position of objects, or the ways they are manipulated, but for clarity communicative gestures referred to in this paper will encompass gestures that have a link to speech. Quek (2004) states that “gesture and speech are complementary, and have developed as equal communication features”. Different authors have different approaches to classification of communicative gestures into different gesture types. Summary of these classifications is shown in Table 1. In it gesture types are further classified concerning the similarity their structure bears to language (based on work by Kendon, (1988) as cited in Buxton (2018)), if they can be used independently from speech, what they communicate (semiotic – communicate meaningful information, ergotic – manipulate the physical world to create artifacts, or epistemic – learn from environment through tactile or haptic exploration; based on work by Cadoz (1994)), what do they refer to (evocative object, object of speech or an ideation process; based on work by Rimé and Schiaratura (1991)) and if they are conscious or not (based on work by Cassell (1998)). In order to form a basis for pattern discovery during the literature review the interest is in exploration of how well the established gesture theory classified in Table 1 describes the practical applications of gestures in interfaces. This, particularly gesture types and their link to language, is explored in Section 6.
Table 1 Communicative gesture classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do gestures have meaning independent of speech</th>
<th>Link to language</th>
<th>Gesture type</th>
<th>What does a gesture communicate (function)</th>
<th>What does a gesture refer to</th>
<th>Conscious or unconscious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Language (of its own)</td>
<td>Symbolic (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991, Quek, 1995)/Emblematic(Wagner et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Semiotic (Communicate meaningful information)</td>
<td>Object (evocative)</td>
<td>Conscious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphoric (Quek, 2004, Santos et al., 2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantomime (medium link to language)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pantomimic (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991, Quek, 1995, Boulabiar et al., 2011)</td>
<td>Object of speech (deictive)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesticulation (low link to language)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Modalizing symbolic (Quek, 1995)/Speech linked (McNeill, 2006)/Speech marking (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991)/Beat (Wagner et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Ideation process (non deictive)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cohesive (Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015)/Catchments (Quek, 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptors (Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015)/Butterworths(McNeill, 2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first group of gestures, independent communicative gestures, are those that whilst still having a communicative purpose and most frequently are used concurrently with speech, can be independent from speech, and do not require it to convey a meaning. Symbolic gestures represent a symbolic object or concept (Quek, 1995), devoid of any morphological relation with what is being referred to (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991). They have a direct translation into words, are used deliberately to send a particular message (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991), and have a widely accepted meaning (Wagner et al., 2014), albeit one that may be specific to a group, class or culture. Some examples are “thumbs up” to indicate approval (Wagner et al., 2014), hand waving as a greeting (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991) or “rubbing index finger and the thumb to refer to money” (Quek, 1995). (Wagner et al., 2014) classify them as emblematic. Semaphoric gestures are used to trigger a predefined action, defined in a formalised dictionary and therefore “require prior knowledge and learning” (Santos et al., 2016). They are “static poses or predefined stylized movements communicating an intended symbol to a machine” (Quek, 2004). They are similar to symbolic gestures, in terms that the meaning is predefined and that both refer to an object (are evocative), but the semaphoric gesture lack the potential common background, and are instead developed for a specific purpose. This may also mean that semaphoric gestures may potentially be used to communicate a wider range of information, not just the verbal information the symbolic gestures focus on. Pantomimic gestures represent familiar concepts, but they are imitations of what is being implied.
e.g., "motioning 'lighting up' of a cigarette to ask for a lighter" (Quek, 1995). Pantomime is also defined as "a sequence of gestures conveying a narrative, produced without speech" (Boulabiar et al., 2011). Pantomime "plays the role of the referent", for example if a speaker talks about a person grasping a box, they would shape an imaginary box with their hands at the same time (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991). The second group of gestures are speech related and complement what is being communicated verbally. Iconic gestures "represent meaning closely related to the semantic content of the speech" (Holler and Beattie, 2003, McNeill, 1985) and illustrate what is being said. They "present some figural representation of the object evoked in speech" (Rime & Schiaratura, 1991). For example, a person discussing an object rolling down a hill would perform a rolling motion using their hands.

There are three sub-types of iconic gestures: those that describe a shape (Pictographs), those that represent a spatial relation (Spatiographic), and those that describe action of an object (Kinematographs) (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991). Metaphoric gestures "are iconic gestures which represent abstract content" (Wagner et al., 2014, McNeill, 1992), e.g. a cutting gesture to indicate a decision has been made (Casasanto and Lozano, 2007). They "sketch in space the logical track followed by the speaker's thinking" (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991). Modalizing symbolic gestures primarily complement speech, but can also complement other means of communication. For example, a person asking "'Have you seen her husband?' while holding their hands apart would indicate he is overweight" (Quek, 1995). Other authors call these speech-linked gestures or speech framed gestures (McNeill, 2006), as they most frequently complete spoken statements (Boulabiar et al., 2011). (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991) call them speech marking gestures. These gestures stress some elements of speech to clarify them, usually coincide with the introduction of some new element on the discourse, and chunk the sentence to highlight its underlying reasoning. (Wagner et al., 2014) call them beat gestures, and define them as "simple and fast movements of hand that synchronize with prosodic events, variations in pitch, loudness, tempo, and rhythm, of speech". Cohesive gestures are "those that are thematically related, but temporally separated", where a continuation of a specific theme after the speaker was interrupted is characterized by the recurrence of a gesture (Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015). These recurring gestures are perceived to be related to the recurring themes contained in the speech, and are in other sources referred to as catchments (Quek, 2004, Yoshioka, 2005). 'Butterworth's' were thought to be gestures that "arise as failures of speech e.g. hand grasping while a speaker is trying to recall a word" (McNeill, 1992). However, researchers have been unable to replicate the claimed frequency of these gestures in later studies, and Butterworth's gestures are now thought to be misrepresented (McNeill, 2006). Adaptors "are gestures like headshaking or quickly moving one's leg that are unconscious and used to release body tension" (Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015).

Deictic gestures are pointing gestures, used to indicate the direction of intended movement, or a direction of manipulation. Depending on the context and the direction of pointing, they can also have assigned meaning. They are similar to manipulative gestures, or integrated with the manipulative gestures, but they are more limited (Quek, 2004). They can point toward some visually or symbolically present object, which may be a place of an event (Rimé and Schiaratura, 1991). Some authors argue they might represent an abstract form of iconic gestures (McNeill, 1987), and be one of the first gestures children are capable of performing.

Manipulative gesture classification is far less extensive. Gestures are generally considered manipulative if they interact with and modify a spatial component of an object in an interface. Quek (2004) states that in manipulative gestures "hand motion indicates a path or a placement". They are classified in Table 2, following the same convention as the one followed in Table 1.

Table 2 Manipulative gesture classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do gestures have meaning independent of speech</th>
<th>Link to language</th>
<th>Gesture type</th>
<th>What does a gesture communicate (function)</th>
<th>What does a gesture refer to</th>
<th>Conscious or unconscious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Low link to language</td>
<td>Manipulative</td>
<td>Ergotic gestures – manipulate the physical world to create artifacts</td>
<td>Object of speech (depictive)/Ideation process (depictive)</td>
<td>Conscious</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deictic gestures could be classified as a mix of manipulative and communicative gestures, due to their directional nature.

Gesticulation is a term used to designate gestures performed simultaneously with speech; meaning that the stroke component of the gesture is performed at the same time as related verbal content is
spoken, and it has been found that they accompany speech in that manner 90% of the time (McNeill, 2006). Gestures help get the meaning across by supplementing speech, substituting speech, completing a sentence or clarifying ambiguous words (Kendon, 1985, pp. 215-234). McNeill (1987) believes thinking is image based and speaking is syntactic, and suggests that concurrent use of speech and gestures means that a person is engaging simultaneously in both types of thinking. Church and Goldin-Meadow (1986) find that gestures attempt to identify underlying reasoning processes that the speaker did not or could not articulate. For example, when mental image, for which the meaning is independent of language formats (McNeill, 1987), cannot be easily translated into words, the speaker would use gestures in addition to speech (Freedman, 1972). Kendon, on the other hand, focuses on anthropology and centres on origins of language. He believes what is spoken is structured according to the rules of the language system, and only indirectly related to any aspect of the structure that is being referred to, which means that gestures, which do not have rules to follow have more degrees of freedom of expression (Kendon, 1986). This may indicate that further research into ergotic and epistemic gestures, focusing on mental images independent from language formats is needed. This will be further discussed in Section 8.3.

Discussion on typification and classification of gestures, while extensive and present in the field since the 1940’s, focuses on gestures that are in relation to and performed concurrently with speech. This systematic review focuses on the gestures used in the applications which reached the implementation stage, and in them gestures are not always used along with speech and they do not always convey activity that is easily put into words. Section 6 explores how gestures implemented in the applications map onto the gesture focusing on verbal communication. Gestures found in the literature are classified as communicative (specific types of communicative gestures from Table 1) or manipulative in Section 6, and then their link to speech, if it exists, and the form it is in is explored.

2.3. Instruction based classification

Based on levels of instruction given to guide the gesture performance, gestures can be classified as prescribed or free-form gestures. Prescribed gestures are those in which a dictionary of gestures is defined prior to being used, the users of an application have to learn these gestures, and the performance of a predefined gesture triggers a predefined action. Prescribed gestures may increase the cognitive load (Poupyrev et al., 2002, Shapir et al., 2007), their learning rates depend on the users’ cognitive skills (Wachs et al., 2011), and their use forces the users to learn and use gestures they perhaps would not choose themselves. Free-form gestures are unrestricted and typically do not trigger specific uniform predefined actions. In the context of interactive interfaces, they are normally copied into the system the interfaces are used for, and are often used to form splines or surfaces, or move objects in a virtual space. This means they do not the communicate symbolic or metaphoric meanings which prescribed gestures can convey. Free-form gestures therefore, contrary to the implication of being non-restrictive that their name infers, have a limited application breadth in their current form.

3. Methodology

Prior to conducting a systematic review, a background review focusing on gestures and their definitions was performed. This review provided the conceptual framework and guided the interpretation of the systematic review findings. The background review findings were reported in Section 2.

The nature of the topic explored is qualitative, and studies included span a large time frame and include diverse methodologies. Due to this, a systematic review following the qualitative synthesis approach was performed. The approach was informed by the PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al., 2009) applicable to qualitative synthesis.

3.1. Article selection process

Engineering and science databases searched were: Engineering Village, Pro Quest, Science Direct, Scopus and Web of Science.

First search was completed on Feb 22nd 2016 and contained following words: ("gesture interaction" OR "gesture interactions" OR "gestures interaction" OR "gestures interactions") AND interface AND control AND human AND computer.

As this search focused on gestures and interaction only, it was evident first through abstract and then following the full text review, that some of the papers authors were aware of using gestures for CAD application were missing. Therefore, a second search was performed focusing on 3D modelling and
CAD applications that resulted in a prototype or an implementation, on October 6th 2016 using following keywords: 
**gesture AND "cad" AND engineering AND interface AND control AND human AND computer AND design AND 3D AND hand AND (prototype OR simulation OR application).**

The two searches combined resulted in 545 papers, (262 in search one, and 283 in search two). After the removal of duplicates 488 papers remained. Of these, nine papers were not accessible (six in search one and three in search two). Two papers found in the first search were in Chinese, although the search was limited to papers in English. After the abstract screening 183 remained (141 in search one, and 42 in search two). After the full paper review, 92 papers were deemed applicable to the research questions (74 in search one, and 18 in search two).

Reference search of the included articles was performed. As the titles generally did not contain all the keywords, the criteria adopted was that a paper was considered if the title indicated gestures were used and there was a practical application i.e. a prototype or an experiment. Following the abstract and then full paper review of the 70 papers selected based on the title, 33 articles were included in the review.

Another search was performed on August 29th 2018 to account for any papers published since, using both sets of keywords specified earlier, and out of 61 identified papers, 23 were added from this search.

In total 148 papers were included that tested a specific prototype of a gesture interface.

Figure 1 illustrates the stages of the systematic literature review, suggested by the (Moher et al., 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Database searches</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Removal of duplicates</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Abstract screening</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Eligibility assessment</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Qualitative synthesis</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1 Systematic review process**
Articles were included if they primarily explored touchless hand gestures and reported on implementation of a gesture interface, through experimental testing or prototype evaluation. If interaction was aided with hand held devices such as wands or remotes, they were required to participate in gesture formation i.e. users did not simply point the devices and press buttons, or write using a wand. No full body gestures were included, but if arm or upper body were used along the hand gestures, they were included. Touchless gestures were the focus of this article, hence tablet, touch and pen applications were not included.

3.2. Sample characteristics
More than a third of the articles (53 out of 148) do not report on the number of participants included in the study. The most common number of participants was 10-15 participants, and 36 articles fall into that range. 26 articles included less than 10 participants, 27 articles included 15-30 participants, one article had 32 participants, and two articles had 37 participants each. Articles that included significantly larger numbers of participants were: article each had 40, 67, 70, and 100 participants. Carreira et al. (2017) evaluated in-air hand gesture interaction for older people, using prescribed swipe, grab and drag, point and hold, and point and push gestures performed by 40 users in two different countries. He et al. (2008) tested 17 predefined gestures performed while holding a mobile phone in hand, using 67 participants. Bhuiyan and Picking (2011) used 70 participants to test a gesture based system enabling elderly users to control a TV, however specific gestures used were not reported. The study which included 100 participants asked them to hold a phone and perform a single free-form gesture to unlock it (Guerra-casanova et al., 2012). These articles did not classify or compare the gestures created by different participants, and while the larger number of participants was significant for the purposes of machine learning and gesture recognition mechanisms being developed, it was not influential in terms of observing the patterns of gesture elicitation. Only one article reports on a study in which participants were asked to use any gestures they wished for predefined tasks, that were then taught to the system (Kim et al., 2017). Some articles report on 61 video sequences analysed or 120 samples, which does not necessarily mean participants, and number of participants is not stated. Some articles test slightly different versions of their systems more than once, with different number of participants, and they have been counted as different applications. 82 out of 148 reviewed articles tested six or less gestures, and while this is not necessarily a drawback, it might indicate that gestures were used for limited and specific forms of interaction. The exception are free-form gestures, which due to their nature had included an unlimited number of gestures, but only six papers tested free-form gestures.

Sample size in terms of participant numbers and number of gestures tested are shown in Figure 2.
A typical article reporting on a gesture interface implementation first reviews the literature on similar applications, reports on technology, gestures and conditions used, discusses recognition methods and then reports on the findings. Ten papers did not provide information on the gestures used, or specific activities which were performed, and do not provide enough information for a study to be considered fully defined and repeatable. They were included in the review, as their findings were still valuable inclusion during the mapping of the field. However, these were considered to be a lower quality papers, and are noted as such in the table listing the articles, given in the appendix. For example, Dave et al. (2013) claim to use a software which allows 3D painting and low level gestures to manipulate the models, however not enough detail is given in the paper to confirm this.

3.3. Qualitative synthesis

For the included articles, the following information was mapped:
- What gestures were used?
- What type of gestures were they (based on temporal characteristics, context they are used in and rules guiding them e.g. static/dynamic, symbolic/deictic/iconic/etc., prescribed/free-form)?
- What were they used for, how were they recorded and tracked?

Then the gestures were classified based on definitions present in the field of gesture theory research (in this article referred to as contextual classification). However, when gestures reach the application stage this means that two gestures, while technically performing the same motion, can have completely different meaning and role in the context they are used in, and be classified differently. For example, open hand moving upwards used to pan a 3D model vertically upwards in a virtual space would be classified as a manipulative gesture, and the same gesture used to turn a television screen on as a part of a home appliance control interface would be classified as a semaphoric gesture. Rules for coding the gestures identified in the reviewed articles, depending on their role in the application, were given in Table 3.
Table 3 Coding for contextual gesture types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity performed with a hand</th>
<th>Aim/role</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhythmic gesture</td>
<td>Gesture where shape is not traced, but timing</td>
<td>Modalizing symbolic gestures/Beat gestures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponting with one, two fingers or a fist</td>
<td>To indicate direction, selection or location of a single point</td>
<td>Deictic (Point to select)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To continually move an object or indicate a path</td>
<td>Deictic (Point to move)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestures emulating interaction with a physical object e.g. pressing a button</td>
<td>Same goal and role as with the emulated physical object e.g. button is pressed</td>
<td>Pantomimic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestures vary, but are often one finger, two fingers of a full hand moving in a certain direction or tracing a circle</td>
<td>To physically manipulate something in an interface e.g. translate it, rotate it, scale it, or trace an object shape</td>
<td>Manipulative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesture is predefined, needs to be performed accurately and does not have to have any logical tie to the event it triggers</td>
<td>To trigger a predefined event</td>
<td>Semaphoric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No limitations, hand moves freely</td>
<td>Reproduction of the motion in the system</td>
<td>Free-form (Reproduction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual hand emulates movement</td>
<td>Free-form (Virtual hand)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some studies used only one gesture type, and some used multiple types within the same solution. After gestures were classified based on their role, and the context they were used in, a higher level view was taken, observing the contextual nature of the gesture, technology used to implement it and the application field, and patterns were observed. This was achieved by graphically representing and grouping the articles using a Venn diagram. In total, eleven distinct combinations of contextual gesture types were identified, used across applications and supported by different technologies, and three high level combinations based on the technology supporting the gestures were identified. Both are detailed in Section 6.

4. Types of gestures

In this section gestures observed in the reviewed articles were classified based on the terms and definitions given in Section 2. First, they were classified based on how well they fit the definition of a hand gesture. Then the classification was performed by reviewing the examples of specific gestures given in the articles, and assigning them a class based on temporality, context and levels of instruction guiding them.

Classification of articles based on adherence to the given definition of a hand gesture is shown in Figure 3. The order of gestures was based on size of gestures, from smallest to largest. In some articles authors discussed hand gestures, although they really focus on finger or arm gestures only, and this has been accounted for in Figure 3. While these gestures did not fully fit the definition stated in this article, they were still included in the review as the way they were used was very similar to the way hand gestures encountered were used. In some articles the examples of gestures were not given and gestures were not described. In those cases, it was impossible to confirm if they were actually hand gestures, and they were classified as “Not specified”.
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Finger, hand, arm and upper body gestures

Hand gestures were observed in 136 articles (92%) included in this review. In Figure 3, one box corresponds to one article. Nine articles contain only gestures which would technically be classified as finger, arm, or upper body gestures. Three articles do not provide enough information to be classified.

4.1. Static and dynamic gestures (temporal view)

In the majority of the articles (139 articles) gestures were dynamic. In two articles majority of gestures were dynamic, with added static gestures used for selection. In these two cases gestures used in an article were classified as dynamic, since the interface used would require the capability to recognize both types of gestures. Four interfaces employed only static gestures, and three did not define the gestures used as static or dynamic, or provide sufficiently clear description of gestures that would have enabled their categorisation. Static and dynamic gestures are also represented in Figure 3, dynamic gestures are the dark boxes, static gestures are medium shaded boxes, and where light boxes represent the articles with insufficient information.

4.2. Communicative or manipulative gestures (contextual view)

In multimodal applications, speech and gestures were often combined (14 articles report on this), and in these cases, gestures had a more pronounced manipulative focus. Where gestures were used as a stand-alone interface modality (58 articles) they conveyed both communicative and manipulative purposes, and it was difficult to classify them as only manipulative or only communicative. Thus while further sub-classification of manipulative gestures had not been encountered in literature, in order to explore the nature of gestures used in interactive interfaces, they were classified based on their contextual subcategory. This contextual subcategory definition is based on communicative gesture classification presented in Section 2. In this section gestures were classified based on the motions performed only, not considering the role they have in the application. Further analysis focusing on the role gestures play in the applications is given in Section 6. Only six of the contextual sub-classes defined in Section 3 were identified in the reviewed articles: semaphoric, manipulative, free-form, modalizing symbolic gestures, deictic, and pantomimic gestures. Ten articles did not report on gestures used in sufficient detail, and for those it was not possible to determine the class of gestures. In some articles (Bourdot et al., 2010, Alves et al., 2015) it was clear speech was used, but not what it was used for specifically e.g. what was uttered and what the effect of that was. In the remainder of the articles where speech was used along with the gestures, it was not used in ways in which it would be expected based on the communicative gestures classification. It did not seem to semantically complement gestures so that they could be classified as iconic, metaphoric, or modalizing symbolic gestures. Speech instead tended to replace what could otherwise be achieved by semaphoric gestures, seemingly in order to simplify the implementation process. For example, when objects were rescaled word “scale” was uttered and then hands were used to indicate the amount of scaling. This will be further discussed in Section 6.

4.3. Prescribed and free-form gestures (instruction/definition based view)

The majority of articles reported on prescribed gestures (132 articles, 89%). This meant that the gestures were defined, and the participants in the study or the interface users were then asked to perform those exact gestures in order to interact with the system. A number of home appliance control interfaces (Liu et al., 2009, Zaii et al., 2015, Wu et al., 2016) and one 3D CAD application (Kela et al., 2006) initially allowed users to define their own gestures for particular activities, and then the most intuitive and most frequently used ones became the prescribed gestures. Similarly, Kim et al. (2008) used EMG to track four predefined dynamic gestures for robot control, selected from 20 initially tested gestures, based on ease of performance and quality of EMG signal they produced. This approach
was a step forward as it considered preferences of the users, which could lead to better acceptance of prescribed gestures. For anyone using the system however, other than the initial group of participants, the gestures used would still be prescribed. Future users of a system that the interface was developed for would not have been involved in the gesture elicitation, and would still have to learn the prescribed gestures. For the purposes of this article, we have classified those gestures as conditionally free. Six of the reviewed articles (4%) employed conditionally free gestures. Free-form gestures were typically used to control an object, and they were encountered in 20 articles. For example, to direct a robot, create motion paths or surfaces, or modify virtual 3D object shapes or sculpt virtual clay. Free-form gestures were reproduced or copied into a system, and had a limited area of application. Symbolic activities, or activities that could not have been directly controlled, still needed to be facilitated using a different modality. Again, a number of articles did not specify the gestures used. Where authors did specify if the gestures were free or prescribed the authors' classification was accepted, but in four articles there was not enough information on gestures to classify them. In Figure 4 each box represents one gesture prototype, and the colour of the box indicated the type of gestures used. If an article reported on more than one prototype, each prototype was assigned a box. Prescribed gestures are placed above the horizontal axis, and conditionally free, free-form gestures and undefined gestures are represented below the horizontal axis.

Figure 4 Prescribed and conditionally free gestures

It could be argued that fully free-form gestures would have the ability to convey a symbolic meaning in addition to the literal, copied shape, and would not have to be learnt prior to using a system.

5. Types of application, technology used, and gesture capture, tracking and recognition

How hand gestures are used in a specific interface appears to be influenced, to a certain level, by the type of the application and the purpose it serves, type of technology facilitating its implementation, and the underlying type of gesture capture, tracking and recognition supporting it. All three categories can be the inspiration behind the interface development that includes hand gestures. For example, gesture based interfaces were developed because they enable touchless interaction with medical imagery, reducing likelihood of contamination, or because they allowed for adjusting comfort functions in a car without taking eyes off the road, as an input method for workers using dirty hands, or who need to input information while holding tools in their hands etc. On the other hand, gesture interfaces were at times developed to demonstrate the capabilities of Kinect or LEAP sensors, or to demonstrate a new recognition method. Nevertheless, the nature of gestures used and manner of their implementation in an interface may uncover useful information for the research centred on gesture implementation. The arrangements of these three categories for different interface prototypes were highly varied. Within each a number of sub-categories were identified, and these and trends discovered within them are presented in this section. Then a more integrated approach is taken in Section 6, where they are viewed in conjunction with contextual type of gestures used in them.

5.1. Types of application

The first instance of gesture use in interfaces appeared in literature in 1980, envisaging a system for interaction with a display (Bolt, 1980). Then a prototype of a glove-based interface for 3D/VR object manipulation was developed in 1987. From 1993 to 2005 development of gesture-based interfaces was more constant, with one to three papers identified per year reporting on prototypes designed for
various uses e.g. robot control, Computer Aided Design (CAD), manipulation of 3D objects, navigation/selection in an application, or developed interfaces for gesture recognition with no specific application determined. The significant increase of interest in gesture-based interfaces is noticeable in 2005/6, and has been further rising since 2013, likely due to introduction of a variety of depth-based cameras (see Section 5.2). While applications such as robot control, home appliance control, CAD manipulation, navigation/selection in an app, and game control were prominent, the fields of application were diverse. Different applications, ordered chronologically and arranged in five key categories are shown in Figure 5. Each box represents use of a specific application in one study, and majority of articles report on a single application prototype. It should be noted that this convention (one gesture based interface application, one box) was also used in Figure 6. However, when the same set of gestures was tested using multiple technologies or for different applications, each technology or application was assigned a box. Numbers in the boxes indicate the type of specific technology used, listed in the legend.

**Figure 5 Types of application for prototypes using gestures**

The five categories of gesture-based applications have been identified and they were 3D modelling, assistive application, data input/authentication, manipulation/navigation, and touchless control. The applications were categorised based on the immediate application, rather than the overall field of application. For example, a system could be used to provide a touchless gesture interaction through an interface providing interaction with 3D images. It would allow a surgeon to consult 3D scans during a surgery, and avoid the contamination of their hands. This application was classified as interface for manipulation/navigation as they were its immediate purpose e.g. the requirements gestures and the interface were developed to address predominantly focused on interaction with and manipulation of a 3D visualisation. Touchless interaction was a beneficial side effect, but not as influential as touchlessness was in an application providing remote robot control, where robot was physically in a different location than the person controlling it. Overall application field was a medical field, but that did not influence the characteristics of gestures as significantly as the requirements for 3D interaction and manipulation did.

5.1.1. **3D modelling**

Vinayak et al. (2013) provided a definition of 3D modelling activities, shape creation, modification and manipulation. They stated that creation is use of hand gestures to create a new shape in an empty working space, modification is the interaction with that shape intending to change its geometric characteristics, and manipulation is an activity that does not modify the shape itself but shifts it in space, translates, rotates or scales it. In this article, we refer to CAD design to indicate that shape creation and modification are taking place. CAD manipulation includes only manipulation of shapes, not their creation and modification. 3D modelling incorporates both, and includes all applications that have explored 3D design and manipulation of objects in 3D space, intending to develop a superior way of creation and interaction with these shapes. Use of gestures for 3D modelling is shown in Figure 5, using boxes numbered 1-5. 3D modelling includes:

- 3D architectural urban planning (Buchmann et al., 2004, Yuan, 2005),
- Cable harness design (Robinson et al., 2007),
• CAD Design (Dani and Gadh, 1997, Kim et al., 2005, Qin et al., 2006, Holz and Wilson, 2011, Kang et al., 2013, Vinayak et al., 2013, Arroyave-Tobón et al., 2015(Huang et al., 2018)),
• CAD Manipulation (Chu et al., 1997, Kela et al., 2006, Qin et al., 2006, Bourdot et al., 2010, Kang et al., 2013, Vinayak et al., 2013, Song et al., 2014, Beattie et al., 2015, Noor and Aras, 2015(Xiao and Peng, 2017)), and
• Virtual Pottery (Dave et al., 2013, Han and Han, 2014, Vinayak and Ramani, 2015).

All of these applications were used to create, modify and manipulate 3D models, and were characterised by the dependence on 3D visualisation and the perception of 3D space. They often included interaction with the augmented or virtual world, but that was not their primary purpose. Majority used free-form gestures for the creation of splines or surfaces for the creation of the 3D model (Chu et al., 1997, Buchmann et al., 2004, Kim et al., 2005, Robinson et al., 2007, Holz and Wilson, 2011, Vinayak et al., 2013, Han and Han, 2014, Arroyave-Tobón et al., 2015, Vinayak and Ramani, 2015). Prescribed gestures were used to trigger predefined activities e.g. pinch gesture used to select an object or a grab gesture used to select an object, and prescribed gestures used in these applications were simple and emulated interaction with physical objects.

5.1.2. Assistive application
Assistive applications are marked with the number 6 in Figure 5. These applications employed prescribed gestures to simplify the way elderly users interacted with electronic devices, computers, or robots providing aid in assistive living environments (Bhuiyan and Picking, 2011, Nazemi et al., 2011, Zhu and Sheng, 2011, Rodrigues et al., 2014, Carreira et al., 2017). All articles reported on early applications that showed promise, but there were no clear patterns in gesture use in them, as they mostly utilised a wide variety of predefined semaphoric gestures. One application explores the use of gestures in rehabilitation and learning within special education (Ojeda-Castelo et al., 2018).

5.1.3. Data input/authentication
Data input/authentication applications, numbered 7-10 in Figure 5 were used for:
• Authentication (Guerra-casanova et al., 2012),
• Computer input (Cha and Maier, 2012, Yamada et al., 2014(Zeng et al., 2018)),
• Handwriting recognition (Amma et al., 2014), and
• Sign language input (Adamo-Villani et al., 2007, Kapuscinski et al., 2015, Liu et al., 2015, Santos et al., 2015, Trigueiros et al., 2015(O’Connor et al., 2017)).

Gestures were used to input information into a computer system, by using dedicated prescribed gestures, defined by interface designers or users, which have been repeated. For handwriting and sign language recognition, already established gestures were digitised, but they were also intrinsically prescribed.

5.1.4. Manipulation/navigation
Applications exploring more intuitive interaction, manipulation and navigation within different representation types are numbered with 11-15 in Figure 5. They include:
• Manipulating objects in VR/3D (Zimmerman et al., 1987, O’Hagan et al., 2002, New et al., 2003, Deller et al., 2006, Moustakas et al., 2009, Wright et al., 2011, Djukic et al., 2013, Jacob and Wachs, 2014, Kim and Park, 2014, Al-Sayegh and Makatsoris, 2015, Covarrubias et al., 2015, Lopes et al., 2017, NICOLA et al., 2017, Park and Lee, 2018, Togootogtokh et al., 2018, Vosinakis and Koutsabasis, 2018). These were systems that primarily focus on manipulation of objects in either 3D or VR specifically, rather than unique AR solutions, or applications specifically aimed at CAD. Usually application is in medical imagery or VR facilitated interaction.


Whether gestures were used to navigate 2D screens or applications, or interact with AR, VR or 3D space, one common trait of these interfaces was that nearly all gestures used were prescribed and predefined; they were defined either by interface designers, or in a small number of cases users initially could suggest preferred gestures for certain actions. Free-form gestures were used only for navigation through the space that was interacted with e.g. moving the mouse cursor, or moving an object that was virtually picked up. Additionally, the majority of the interfaces were multimodal, which meant that gestures had a limited breadth of application, as other modalities were used where appropriate.

5.1.5. Touchless control

Gestures used for touchless control of applications or objects are numbered with 16-20 in Figure 5. They were used to control entities without physical interaction, allowing remote control and alternative, potentially safer modes of interaction. These applications include:

- Controlling a music recording (Lee et al., 2006),
- Game control (Carbini et al., 2006, Bannach et al., 2007, Kratz et al., 2007, Xu et al., 2009, Chen et al., 2011, Roccetti et al., 2012, Sodhi et al., 2013, Dardas et al., 2014, Lv et al., 2015, Santos et al., 2015, Trigueiros et al., 2015, Yeo et al., 2015),
- Home appliance control (Kela et al., 2006, Liu et al., 2009, Schreiber et al., 2009, Chen et al., 2010, Pan et al., 2010, Boulabiar et al., 2011, Garzotto and Valoriani, 2013, Hoste and Signer, 2013, Takahashi et al., 2013, Dinh et al., 2014, Denkowski et al., 2015, Zaii et al., 2015, Wu et al., 2016),
- Interaction with car controls (Mahr et al., 2011, Kajastila and Lokki, 2013, Riener et al., 2013, Lauber et al., 2014, Buddhikot et al., 2018),

Gestures used in these applications were, similarly to those used for interaction with different representation types, a mix of predefined gestures triggering predefined actions, which have to be learned, and free-form gestures for navigation between two predefined gestures. Free-form gestures were typically used more for robot or game control. Prescribed gestures occasionally took into account user preferences during gesture elicitation, usually for the home appliance control gesture definition.

5.1.6. No specific application

Occasionally gesture interfaces were tested in a prototype, but specific application was not determined, and these are designated with number 21 in Figure 5. These applications all used prescribed gestures defined by the interface developers, and focused on technology facilitating the interfaces and recognition technology more than the gesture elicitation (Quek, 1995, Rekimoto, 2001, He et al., 2008, Niezen and Hancke, 2008, Palacios et al., 2013, Huang et al., 2014, Zhou et al., 2014, Kim et al., 2015, Liu et al., 2018). The focus was on testing different combination of gestures and technologies in order to determine the potential for their use in the future.

5.2. Technology used

Technologies facilitating gesture-based interfaces can be split into two overall groupings: those relying primarily on a camera or sensor based tracking, where users hand gestures are recorded at a distance, and those relying primarily on wearables, where users wear devices such as gloves, rings, bracelets, bands with accelerometers etc. The former can also be referred to as visual-based, and the latter as physical based. The key difference between them is that visual based do not require the user to wear any kind of technology and they perform gestures using bare hands, whereas wearables require use of physical devices mounted or worn on the hands. In Figure 6 the camera/sensor facilitated solutions are represented above the horizontal line, and wearables-facilitated solutions below the line. Each box represents use of a specific technology in one study, and numbers in them serve to indicate the type of specific technology used, listed in the legend.
5.2.1. Visual based technologies

Within the camera and sensor grouping, there were three distinct sub-groups of technologies:

- Regular video cameras,
- Infrared/depth 3D cameras,
- Motion capture systems:
  o 3D optical motion capture systems,
  o Laser based tracking,
  o Magnetic based tracking, and
  o Capacitance sensing.

Technologies were referred to by different names in different studies, and that terminology was retained if they were discussed in detail in this review, but they were grouped according to the underlying technology that enables them, as shown in the legend in Figure 6. For example, creative interactive gesture camera, depth camera, infrared camera, Kinect camera, Microsoft ASUS Xtion, LEAP sensor and PS3Eye are based on infrared waves enabling depth perception, so they were classified as Infrared/depth 3D cameras. While the majority of technologies in this category did not require anything to be worn to aid detection, video cameras often necessitated use of markers placed on hands and fingers. It is noticeable that the introduction of infrared cameras, particularly Kinect cameras and LEAP sensors, had inspired a large number of gestural interface studies in the recent years, as 57 out of 148 studies (39%) use Kinect, LEAP or ASUS Xtion. 65 out of 148 studies (44%), used some type of infrared camera. Kinect and LEAP have the benefit of being easily transportable and the simplicity of their use, use of bare hands, and lack of interference with the users’ gestures aligns well with the goal to achieve intuitive interface interaction. The drawback of this technology is that, while it has improved significantly in the recent years, it still does not possess the consistent precision and reliability required to provide sufficiently accurate gesture tracking, capture and analysis. For example LEAP has been found not to be sufficiently robust for use in medical clinical studies (Coton et al. 2016). Cameras and sensors also suffered from occlusion and configuration complexity problems (Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015). While the functionalities of the cameras, sensors and motion capture systems listed above were based on different principles, and some provided higher accuracy, their capabilities in terms of gesture recognition were similar.

5.2.2. Wearables

Wearables included gloves, accelerometers, markers, radio-frequency identification (RFID) based devices, compasses, gyroscopes, electromyogram (EMG) based devices, google glasses, or bespoke solutions for gesture recognition such as EVI3d or The Digital Baton. These were either specific products that a user can wear, or which required the user to hold a device in their hands. It has been reported that wearing or holding a device while performing gestures can influence the users, as it can...
physically limit them in different ways. It could also lead to a higher degree of fatigue compared to using technology that does not require physical wearables. Additionally, wearables could simply be uncomfortable for the user (Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015), which was an influence in itself as it could detract users' attention away from the gestures. Since the gestures were often not used as a sole interaction method, but a part of a multimodal solution, the wearables could introduce further restrictions though propagating their limitations to other modalities. On the other hand, wearables often provided higher accuracy and suffered from less configuration complexity, compared to Kinect and LEAP for example. The most frequently used technology, within the wearables category, was the accelerometer, used in 22 of the studies, as a main technology in 17, or supporting technology (along with cameras, integrated compass or EMG), in the remaining ones.

5.2.3. Multimodal approach

70 articles reported on multimodal approach, i.e. employed two or more different technologies to achieve desirable gesture tracking, recognition and integration in an interface. In some cases, this was due to current technology not being advanced enough to achieve the desired accuracy and speed of tracking. In other cases, the reasoning behind the use of additional technology was to better support different modalities of communication and interaction that complemented gestures, and provide a more suitable solution for the interface being developed. While supporting technologies were varied, speech, Head Mounted Display (HMD) and VR seemed to be the most frequent ones. For 3D modelling applications there seemed to be a slight preference for camera/sensor solutions, particularly infrared cameras. If wearables were used, glove was the most frequently used technology, particularly supported by the use of VR. Preference towards sensors and cameras was likely supported by the freedom of movement and the ability to perform gestures in a manner that was uninhibited by the technology used. Gloves on the other hand provided higher accuracy. Their benefits and drawbacks seem to have influenced the choice of technology use significantly. Suitable visualisation was an important aspect of 3D modelling, as VR or AR allowed 3D gestures to be matched with 3D representation. Interaction and manipulation with different representation types were more commonly performed using video and depth cameras, very often supported by speech interfaces or visualisation aids such as VR, HMD, or projections. For the remaining applications, no specific trend was discernible.

5.3. Gesture capture, tracking and recognition

There are three fundamental phases required to translate a gesture from a physical activity into an input for an interface: detection, tracking and recognition (Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015). Frameworks for detection and tracking seemed to be highly dependent on the capabilities of the technology used. In the reviewed articles, recognition was performed using a variety of established algorithms and original algorithms different research groups were developing for their purposes, supported by the use of established libraries or SKDs (software development kits). Some of the algorithms used were Active Appearance Model (AAM), Distance Metric Learning, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Final State Machine (FSM), Hybrid approach for gesture recognition with depth maps (HAGR-D), Protraction, Rule Induction, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Uni-stroke, and Spatiotemporal Convolution Neural Network (ST-CNN). One of the most common recognition approaches was Hidden Markov Method (HMM) (Quek, 2004), and 17 articles (11%) used it for gesture recognition. Original algorithms were reported on in 31 articles (21%). These were algorithms developed specifically for the needs of the solution that was being reported on. It is possible that incidence of original algorithms was even higher, as a number of articles mentioned use of programming languages, but did not specify the recognition technique. However, this assumption has not been made, and when not clearly stated what technique was used those articles were classified as not specified. 38 (25%) articles were using SDKs, and a number of different ones were used, such as Android SDK, Natural Interaction Middleware (NiTE), Open CV, Open NI, OPIRA, Point Cloud Library (PCL), Robot Operating System (ROS), Unity, and uWave. While there are differences between them, they are all widely adopted and standardised recognition frameworks. They were used along with an algorithm, and there seemed to be no specific correlation between the SDK used and the algorithm, even when the applications were very similar. Some applications used software specifically developed for the technology used, which performed the recognition, such as EVaRT 4.4 software (Qin et al., 2006) or EVi3d software (Bourdot et al., 2010). It appeared that in the majority of cases the recognition technology was a pragmatic choice of technology/software that allowed capture and provided the necessary accuracy. Therefore, the recognition method used was not considered in further analysis.
6. Gesture interpretations

In section 4.2 gestures were classified contextually based on the motion performed by the hands. In this section the role gestures have in an application is considered and how it affects the contextual classification. A Venn diagram was used for the analysis, shown in Figure 7, and based on a type of gesture used in an application, the article reporting on it (represented by a small circle) was placed in one of the large circles representing one of the six contextual gesture types identified in section 4.2. Then both types of circles were arranged so that articles implementing the same gesture types were grouped together. This has identified 11 groups of gesture types. The darker the shade a specific zone is; more types of gestures were used in it.

Some applications report on exclusive use of deictic, manipulative, free-form, or semaphoric gestures. However, many of the applications combine more than one type of gestures. In total 11 distinct gestures or combinations of gestures were identified:

- Deictic
- Deictic and pantomimic
- Deictic and semaphoric
- Deictic, manipulative and pantomimic
- Deictic, manipulative, semaphoric and free-form
- Manipulative
- Manipulative and semaphoric
- Free-form
- Free-form and semaphoric
- Semaphoric
- Semaphoric and beat.

Within each region gestures were also arranged based on the application they were used for (denoted with letters A to F to the left of the row of circles, as listed in the legend) and based on the technology facilitating them (denoted with numbers 1 to 4 above each of the circles). Where speech was used as one of the modalities, small circles have a thick border. Only 14 applications used speech.

Figure 7 Venn diagram Nature of gestures, their role in the application and the technology used
It is noticeable that semaphoric and deictic gestures are present in most of the large circles in the diagram. Deictic gestures often provided positioning and selection function, while semaphoric gestures added predefined, often abstract added functionality that could, but did not have to correspond in meaning to the gesture performed. Looking at the relationship of speech and gestures, four types of relationships are identified:

1. **Point and command approach**, where pointing gesture is used to indicate which object or direction is referred to, and then a host of predefined utterances are used as a command to interact with the object (Bolt, 1980, Carbini et al., 2006, Hoste and Signer, 2013, Choi et al., 2007, Chu et al., 1997, Wilson and Oliver, 2003, Moustakas et al., 2009, Pan et al., 2010, Dani and Gadh, 1997, Bourdot et al., 2010, Boboc et al., 2015) e.g. user can point at an object, utter "Move that there" and point the second location, in order to move an object. Or use commands like ‘select’, ‘dimension’, ‘scroll’, ‘detach’, ‘attach’ on it, and commands like ‘ok’ or ‘release’ to cancel or complete the activity. This approach is consistent with the role deictic gestures play in speech and gesture theory, but it is constrained to the use of predefined commands.

2. **Replacement of gesture approach** (Rogalla et al., 2002, Dani and Gadh, 1997, Bourdot et al., 2010) – where speech is used to completely replace the gesture, not complement it. For example instructing a robot to "take the cup from the table which is in front of you", or command ‘create block, length 10 width 10 height 5’ to create a block or provide verbal coordinates it should be moved to. (Bourdot et al., 2010) developed an ontology processor is used as interface between speech recognition system and a targeted application, which allows use of natural speech which is then transformed to commands. These speech replacing the gestures are not necessarily the most fitting ones, they seem to focus on convenience rather than the best fit for an activity.

3. **Text input approach** (Choi et al., 2007) - where words uttered are automatically recognised by the computer, and gestures are used to correct any errors or move words around to achieve the content desired. In this approach speech and gestures are completely separated, as speech is only used for text input. Gestures also do not have a communicative or manipulative purpose.

In ten articles information on the specific gestures performed was not given, making it impossible to classify these articles. In two of these articles speech was used (Alves et al., 2015, Fuhrmann and Kaiser, 2014), and it was not specified what role the speech played either. Regardless of the speech link, in the following sections gesture classes will be analysed based on the way they are used in an application.

### 6.1. Deictic gestures and their combinations

Deictic gestures were used in one of two ways, a pointing gesture was used to indicate direction or the selection of a point, or a pointing gesture was used to continually move an object along a path created by that hand. One finger, two fingers or a fist were used as a pointing device. In Figure 7 pointing in order to select is marked with a dot in the middle of a circle, pointing in order to direct is marked with an arrow in the middle of a circle, and pointing in order to move an object along a path is marked with an M in the middle of a circle. A combination of deictic and pantomimic gestures, was used in a number of applications for interaction and manipulation of different representation types or for touchless control. A deictic gesture was used for pointing and selection in one application, and in the remaining three it was used to move a cursor or an object. Pantomimic gestures used were swiping, pinching and grasping gestures used to pick up and pull and modify parts of objects. They were classified as pantomimic as they emulated the real life activity that would have been applied to a similar object. A combination of deictic and semaphoric gestures was used for the same purpose, but deictic gestures were pointing gestures used for selection, and different predefined semaphoric gestures were used for manipulation or triggering specific commands. A combination of deictic, manipulative and pantomimic gestures was used for a touchless control of a game character (Sodhi et al., 2013), where deictic gesture was used to indicate where the character is, swiping, manipulative gesture to intercept the virtual button, and an pantomimic pushing gesture was used to push a virtual button. A combination of deictic, semaphoric, manipulative and free-form gestures were used for an early 3D manipulation application (Chu et al., 1997), where pointing was used to select, grasping to move/zoom, a number of semaphoric gestures to create 3D objects, free-form gestures to create surfaces and manipulative gestures to change the object dimensions.
6.2. Free-form gestures and their combinations

Free-form gestures were used as a sole type of gestures in two variants: as completely unrestricted gestures that are reproduced by the system tracking them, essentially copied in as a path or a surface, and as completely unrestricted gestures that were emulated by a virtual hand created in a software system. The majority of applications were 3D modelling and touchless control. Some 3D modelling applications worked on a principle of creation of a point cloud as the hands move, that was subsequently recognised as a shape. Some were based on virtual sculpting, and a virtual shape on a virtual turntable was being modified based on the positioning of the hands. For touchless control applications, free-form gestures were tracked and used to move virtual objects, windows or pointers, or to control a robot hand. Combination of free-form and semaphoric gestures was used for the same types of application, but the semaphoric gestures were added to allow for added functionality, specific to each application. However, overall they were used to trigger a predefined activity. In the combination of free-form and semaphoric gestures, free-form gestures used were completely unrestricted and mostly used for selection or positioning of objects. Gestures that contained elements of the free-form movement, but where those elements were not significant enough for gestures to be classified as free-form as they were not fully tracked, were denoted with a smaller circle added to the bottom centre of the circle standing for an application in Figure 7. There were no truly free gestures employed in the prototypes tested. Vinayak et al. (2013) created shapes by sweeping a profile in space along a path using hand gestures, modifying them using free-form and parametric deformation and manipulation. Kim et al. (2005), Qin et al. (2006), and Holz and Wilson (2011) used free-form gestures for surface creation, where the surface motion of the hand traces would become a new surface or spline. Dani and Gadh (1997) developed a twofold system, with a free-form surface design mode for parts that cannot be created using standard shapes, and parametric design mode used to create standard shapes by combining hand position and voice commands. While unrestricted in terms of the shapes and paths which can be created in these types of systems, overall free-form gestures used in interfaces developed so far still have other types of limitations. Any symbolic or metaphorical activity still needs to be achieved by either performing prescribed gestures or utilising a different modality of interaction, such as speech or pressing a button on an interactive device. One exception was the article by Kim et al. (2017) where robot was trained to perform an action that was predefined, but the gestures different users performed to train the robot for that action were free and could vary. The system then learned from each of the users for each of the predefined activities, and added the information to a database. This would lead to a system that is individualised for each person, but only for a number of predefined activities.

6.3. Manipulative gestures and their combinations

Manipulative gestures were in most cases used for touchless interaction, and were based on a set of gestures aimed at achieving translation, rotation, scaling/zooming, or object size manipulation. Their goal entirely corresponded to the motion performed by the hand. However, specific applications did define their own motions which needed to be repeated in order for the gesture to be recognized. These were semaphoric in the sense that size gestures or paths travelled by the hand did not always directly correspond to the achieved modification upon the object controlled. For example to scale the size of an object the index finger and thumb were moved closer together, and the movement of a few millimeters could correspond to the size reduction an order of magnitude larger. Combination of manipulative and semaphoric gestures had the same application, but the semaphoric gestures provided additional predefined functionality that could be triggered by performing a specific gesture. Variety of other types of gestures had elements which were manipulative in nature, and in Figure 7 these are denoted with arrows pointing up and down. In these cases the aim of the gesture is not a manipulative activity, although the paths followed by the hand resemble a manipulative gesture. This is further described in the following paragraph describing semaphoric gestures which are manipulative in nature.

6.4. Semaphoric gestures and their combinations

Semaphoric gestures were the most frequently used gestures, and they functioned on the basis of a user performing an abstract, predefined motion representing a concept using their hands, that triggered an assigned predefined activity. The gestures needed to be learned and performed accurately to be recognized. Semaphoric gestures were used in all of the application types identified in this review, and in 70 applications, they were used as a sole type of gesture. Gestures used differed from application to application, with the exception of those that used existing languages such as sign language or hand writing recognition, in which 30 letters of alphabet were used as symbols for recognition. A specific subset of semaphoric gestures were those in which the semaphoric gestures
performed are manipulative in nature but are used to trigger a predefined activity that was not manipulative in nature. That is, the nature of the activity was not linked to the nature of the symbol. For example, moving a hand upwards vertically in order to turn a TV on. In some of the applications in this subset, all of the gestures performed were manipulative in nature, but did not trigger manipulative activity; in others only a limited number of gestures had this nature.

A combination of modalizing symbolic and semaphoric gestures were used in only one application (Lee et al., 2006) to control a music recording, and the beat gesture was an auxiliary gesture. Gestures used were predominantly semaphoric. Two semaphoric gestures emulating a music conductor were used and recognised, with additional speed tracking which controlled the speed of music played in the application. A third gesture was not predefined, and only its speed/beat rhythm was tracked.

7. Patterns of gesture use

While there were some technologies that were used more prominently for some of the application types, a clear prescriptive link between the technologies used, gestures performed and the applications they were used for could not be made. However some patterns were identified in the ways in which use of specific gestures, applications and technologies are combined together, and they are shown in Figure 8. They were derived by taking a higher level view of the Venn diagram given in Figure 7. Within the 11 zones of identified gesture types, articles were first grouped based on the application they are used for, discarding the outliers (applications with one or two articles reporting on them, in a zone where other applications are reported on in a significantly higher number of articles). Then these application based groupings were linked across the 11 gesture type groupings based on the facilitating technologies used in majority of the articles in each of groupings.

![Figure 8 Patterns in gesture use corresponding to technology and applications they were used with](image-url)

Visual based technologies were a dominant type of technology used for gesture based interfaces. The use of gestures in interface expansion seems to have been inspired by the availability of affordable depth cameras and motion sensors, which might have had an influence on the frequency of their use. Nonetheless, visual recognition of gestures was more present for manipulative, deictic, pantomimic gestures and their combinations. Free-form gesture based 3D modelling, and combination of free-
form and semaphoric gestures for 3D modelling were also more often facilitated by the cameras, 3D cameras and motion sensors. When wearables were used for these types of gestures, free-form gestures in particular appeared to be most commonly paired with gloves. These choices were likely due to either freedom of movement allowed for by the cameras and sensors, or accuracy and ease of capture if glove was used. Where complex combinations of gestures were used and each had a specific role to play, accurate recognition became more important, and wearables were primarily used in these applications. In comparison, applications using semaphoric gestures exclusively tended to use wearables more frequently than applications using other types of gestures, but cameras and motion capture sensors were still more prominent. In these applications around 2/3 of supporting technologies were visual based, and 1/3 were wearables.

8. Potential ways forward for gesture characterisation and elicitation

The goal of this review was to investigate the patterns of touchless hand gestures used in gesture-based interfaces, which have reached the prototype stage. In this process, the reasoning behind the elicitation of these gestures was explored. It appears that a framework guiding the gesture elicitation does not yet exist, not on the higher level, in terms of which aspects of interfaces would be best supported by gestures, nor for specific fields of application, in terms of how to select the most appropriate gestures for specific activities. During the mapping of the field of gesture interfaces observations were also made on gesture classification process and influence the technology has on which gestures are used. They will be discussed in this section.

8.1. No accepted framework

Research in the field of gesture based interfaces is extensive, specifically in fields of application such as touchless control and interaction with different implementation types. This is particularly true for home appliance control, robot control, game control and medical imagining manipulation. However, it seems like development of a framework or contribution to a standard for gesture use for specific applications is still not imminent, although there were developments moving in that direction. For example, Riener et al. (2013) collected 400 micro gestures for eight car functions explored and recorded using Kinect, with further evaluation pending for recommendations towards the standard. However, to date, no standards for gesture elicitation or application in gesture based interfaces for a specific field have been identified.

While discussions on applicability of gestures and appropriateness for the application were present in a number of articles they were limited, and did not seem to significantly influence the way gestures used were selected. One reason for this is certainly the diverse range of applications, as due to the differences in requirements the frameworks for gesture elicitation would likely take different forms. Nevertheless, general lack of reasoning behind the gesture selection might insinuate that gestures could perhaps be optimized in the future, for a specific application, or a group of similar applications. There are however, activities present in the review papers that are building towards standardisation or a framework, particularly in the articles that report on initially user generated gestures. While those articles report on work implementing gestures that were defined based on user preference, the sample sizes used to define them were small. Majority of articles, 46, included 10-20 participants. Only four articles had included more than 60 participants, 19 articles included between 20 and 40 participants, and 25 included less than ten participants. Among the articles that included larger number of participants there are those like (Guerra-casanova et al., 2012) that used 100 participants that tested an authentication application where each participant used only one gesture, to unlock a phone, and the gesture was different for each of the participants. As the gesture had triggered a predefined activity, the important aspect was recognizing each individual gesture, not comparing them or building towards a framework. Kim et al. (2017) on the other hand allowed participants to use gestures freely, and the system was adding them to a learning database for three predefined activities. The application field was too narrow for the gestures to be generalised across a wider number of interfaces, but applications like this one have the potential to extract valuable information for future development of the gesture elicitation framework in its field. Within design research, discussions regarding what is considered statistically meaningful and how reliable and justifiable results can be achieved is already happening. There is a need for common standards in design science which could support key quantitative methods such as meta-analysis, that could lead to generalisable insights, applicable across the related research fields (Cash, 2018). Similarly, guidance
on required number of participants, their background and skills, and how that affects the gesture elicitation process would benefit the field of gesture research and application. In addition to low numbers of participants, experiments performed to test these applications often did not follow an in-depth evaluation process to determine the appropriateness of the gestures for the specific application, or their efficiency. This is not a criticism of the reviewed studies, as their primary goal was successful initial implementation. However, in order for interfaces to gain widespread adoption, gesture suitability is an important aspect that is currently not readily available in the literature. Development of a framework for gesture elicitation would help guide further gesture interface development, and ensure important aspects are identified and considered.

Frameworks that exist in the context of gesture research are focused on gestures closely linked to speech, or focus on technology and not gestures per se. For example, Cassell (1998) developed a framework for the generation and interpretation of spontaneous gestures in the context of speech, that is not pre-defined but creates natural interfaces. In it, gestures were defined as hand gestures that co-occur with spoken language. Interaction with very visual interfaces such as VR/AR and 3D object manipulation, or interaction with robots, avatars or home appliances in 3D world, while communicative in nature, does not always need to include speech, and requires existing frameworks to be extended to cover more than just speech linked gestures.

8.2. Low cross-pollination between similar solutions

Research groups publishing in the field often build on their own previous work e.g. Vinayak et al., (2013) and Vinayak and Ramani (2015) show a progression in development of a virtual pottery solution. Likewise, technology considerations in the field are referenced in the background searches, which articles report on. All reviewed articles have referenced work already present in the field, in terms of the technology used and key concepts introduced. However, none of the articles seemed to compare the gestures they have selected for use in an interface with gestures used by others performing similar research in the past. For example, Kela et al. (2006), Chen et al. (2010), Hoste and Signer (2013), Takahashi et al. (2013), Zaï et al. (2015), Wu et al. (2016), and Buddhikot et al. (2018) all explored use of gestures to control a TV. While Wu et al. (2016) referenced work performed by Hoste and Signer (2013), and compared the goals of the applications developed, there is no evidence of consideration of specific gestures used by earlier work in these articles. Work towards a framework for gesture elicitation could ensure important aspects identified by different groups during gesture selection are considered in the future gesture interface development.

An article was identified through the review, by Jahani and Kavakli (2018) that is an example of good practice. It did build on previous work in the field, attempting to find patterns of fully free-form gestures users perform while describing two different chair designs. The authors built upon and further developed an existing coding system (originally by Wobbrock et al. (2009)), and identified patterns performed by hand gestures. These gestures were not implemented in an application; hence, the article did not conform to the inclusion criteria of this review.

While the interface types in the field are diverse and likely require different frameworks and approaches, similarities could likely be identified within related sub-groups. This could lead to a development of frameworks that, if they were general enough, could allow for further expansion in order to fit the needs of the specific applications being developed.

8.3. Contextual classification issues

Gestures were used as a sole mode of interaction or as one of the modes in the multimodal interface. However, it seems like their role did not change extensively depending on if they were sole or one of the modalities. In fact, it is possible that convenience linked to current capabilities of the available technologies was an influential argument behind the reasoning for the choice of the multimodal technology use. In multimodal solutions, speech and buttons were seen to supplement gestures. However, it seemed that speech did not supplement the gestures in the way it may be expected, based on the knowledge about the correlation between speech and gestures originating in communicative gesture based research. That is, speech and gestures were often used to perform the same activity, and which one was used was decided based on the ease of technical application, case per case, rather than based on the role speech and gestures are known to have. This may indicate that a different categorisation is needed for gestures that are used to express a communicative purpose that relies heavily on spatial characteristics and interaction, in addition to conveying metaphoric and symbolic meaning.

Observing the theoretical background on gestures, which is still used for classification in numerous articles reviewed, it is clear that the approach taken to classification originates in observing gestures and the role they serve during the verbal communicative process. Even the classification adopted in
this review is based on classification originating in speech and research of gestures in the context of speech. However only 14 out of 148 applications analysed have actually used speech in their interfaces. While gestures in them do serve a communicative purpose, it is not necessarily related to verbal communication, and perhaps a development of an approach that decouples gestures from speech, and observes them on their own could be beneficial. This could contribute a different view with different results, that could potentially be integrated with the existing knowledge about gestures used along with speech. These could potentially contribute to the field of gesture research by providing findings based on gestures focusing on ergotic (gestures used to manipulate the physical (or virtual) world (Billinghurst, 2018) and epistemic (gestures used to learn from environment through tactile or haptic exploration (Billinghurst, 2018) gestures, enriching the gesture classification and uncovering types of gestures present in interfaces enabled by developing technology.

Figure 9 Proposed expansion of gesture classification and typification

The findings that both approaches contribute could then be compared, and possibly form a new sub field of gesture research, as shown in Figure 9.

8.4. Dependence on technology
A variety of different applications and technologies are used for gesture interface implementation, and each combination of approaches can rely on different types of gestures and roles they serve in an interface. Section 5.2 has shown that some patterns can be identified by observing the type of technology used for a specific application e.g. VR was more likely to be used as a supportive technology for applications requiring 3D visualisation. However, there were no clear prescriptive patterns identified, or inherently advantageous technology-application combinations for a specific type of interfaces.

Gesture selection is often influenced by the capabilities of the technologies facilitating their use (Schmidt, 2015). This may mean that gesture elicitation process may overlook the most appropriate gestures for a specific activity or interface. In other words, intuitiveness of gestures was not the primary decision factor for inclusion of gestures, which conflicts with the requirement for intuitive an easy to use gestures ensuring effective implementation. Similarly, when two-dimensional (2D) surface gestures created by a number of gesture experts were compared to those created by end users, it was found that the users generated more diverse gestures than experts (Wobbrock et al., 2009). It was also found that even though users had no information on the source of gestures, they preferred gestures that were initially suggested by a larger number of users (Morris et al., 2010). Similar research has not yet been performed for 3D free-form gestures, but this finding may suggest the inclusion of large number of participants during gesture elicitation might be beneficial. As Huang et al. (2018) state discussing potential future work, studies are required that will identify the most natural and intuitive hand gestures, for particular interfaces. If these are, at least on a theoretical level, decoupled from the currently available technology and its capabilities, they can provide a useful knowledge to guide future interface and technology development.

9. Conclusion
Hand gestures were used extensively in interfaces for a variety of applications, facilitated by a large number of technologies. The applications fall under larger groupings of 3D modelling, assistive applications, data input, manipulation or navigation, and touchless interaction and control. Technologies can roughly be divided into visual based sensors and cameras, and physical wearables.
The former are unobtrusive, and provide opportunity for natural movement, while the latter are generally more accurate and easier to set up and track, but can encumber the wearer. Depth cameras and accelerometers were the most frequently used technologies. However, sensors and cameras are gaining popularity as they provide the ability to implement interfaces requiring no physical contact with the user, which are more intuitive and less invasive. If accuracy and reliability were improved, these could become the primary technology for gesture interfaces in the future. Free-form gestures were often correlated with 3D application, and deictic gestures with interaction with different display types and robot control. HMM algorithm and gesture libraries and SDKs were used across majority of applications and facilitating technologies. DTM, FSM and SVM algorithms were used only in applications supported by visual based technologies. However, overall there were no clear leaders or prescribed approaches in the technology, gestures or recognition methods used for different applications yet, however a variety of combinations of these show promise.

Since 2013, an expansion in number of articles exploring gesture-based interfaces is evident, in part due to technology development. However, it also seems that gestures, their nature, applicability, fitness for purpose and effectiveness were often not the primary focus in the articles reporting on the prototypes developed. Gestures were sole or one of the modes of interaction, but neither of the methods seemed to incorporate roles gestures typically serve in communication into the interfaces. For example, in multimodal applications, gestures were sometimes accompanied by speech. In these cases, they were rarely used to complement the speech, as would be expected based on their contextual roles. Instead, gestures and speech performed the same functions, and the choice to use gesture or speech for a certain task seemed to be primarily based on the ease of technical implementation. If this was not the case, speech was used for data input or a small number of predefined commands supplemented with a pointing gesture. In addition to this, the theory focusing on gesture research focuses on gestures in the context of verbal communication, while the applications being developed in majority of cases use different modalities for the interfaces. While this is largely due to different goals two approaches have, and motivations behind them, the fact that a gap between gesture theory and gesture application in interfaces exits remains. This may indicate that more research is needed to determine which gestures and gesture classes are the most appropriate for specific applications and technologies, potentially with a view of providing more structure for gesture elicitation process for interaction interfaces. A framework for gesture elicitation could guide future gesture based interaction interface development, ensuring important elements are considered in the process. Finally, observing gestures decoupled from speech may lead to new findings, which might contribute to gesture research, currently focusing on gestures when used simultaneously with speech.
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